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Overall view of the Will Scarlet Mine Complex. Red areas are surface mined pits. 
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Palzo Sandstone that has caused historical acid mine drainage (AMD) at this mine. 
Picture of Sugar Creek that is near the mine affected by AMD from earlier pits. 
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Older Title IV portion of the site and old water treatment facility. 
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Permitted area of the site (yellow long lake). 
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Old mine map of the study area showing the lake was released in 1970 by the State 
Regulatory Program. Presumably, the lake quality was good. 
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Shallow groundwater generally moves towards the lake. Surface water discharges 
east out of the lake through the slurry wetland. Red line shows where mining started. 
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Grid of locations to sample the lake at various depths. This will track chemistry 
laterally and vertically. Lake is 40 ft deep at its deepest point. 
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3 distinct zones of pH 
DO drops with depth
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Sample Depth (ft) Field pH Lab pH Lab TDS 
mg/L

Lab Acidity mg/L CaCO3 Needed

WSEXO_8S 3.19 4.54 4.76 1650 10.1

WSEXO_21S 3.12 4.46 3.85 2470 31.5

WSEXO_6D 8.12 4.88 4.66 1614 10.8

WSEXO_25D 8.83 4.25 4.33 1698 17.3

WSEXO_21D 21.25 5.77 5.98 2496 105

WSEXO_13D 24.88 5.93 6.36 3476 220

WSEXO_19D 27.91 6.02 3.92 2374 27.7

WSEXO_8D 38.29 8.76 6.66 3680 297

WSEXO_15D 38.32 6.45 4.03 2078 23.4

Lab measured acidity higher in deeper samples. 
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Locations lab verification samples were taken. 
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Calculated reclamation costs based on treating the water with NaOH. 
Used worst acidity (297 CaCO3 equivalent from WSEXO_8D) obtained in the lab. 
Supply cost based on: 4000 gallons of NaOH at 25% concentration for $4000
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Sample Depth (ft) Field pH Lab pH Lab Acidity mg/L CaCO3 Needed

WSEXO_8S 3.19 4.54 4.76 10.1

WSEXO_21S 3.12 4.46 3.85 31.5

WSEXO_6D 8.12 4.88 4.66 10.8

WSEXO_25D 8.83 4.25 4.33 17.3

WSEXO_21D 21.25 5.77 5.98 105

WSEXO_13D 24.88 5.93 6.36 220

WSEXO_19D 27.91 6.02 3.92 27.7

WSEXO_8D 38.29 8.76 6.66 297

WSEXO_15D 38.32 6.45 4.03 23.4

Notice Field pH is higher than lab pH
The samples started to react before they were ran at the lab. 
Samples were collected in a low dissolved O2 environment and brought to surface via 
bomb sampler. 
Transferring water from bomb sampler to lab sample bottle most likely introduced O2
and started the reaction. 
This suggests the potential acidity the lab measured is actually lower as the potential 
acidity would have been higher prior to the reaction starting. 
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Tried plotting lab Acidity vs lab pH to extrapolate acidity at higher field pH (8.76)
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Tried to improve fit using four highest lab pH samples and plug in 8.76 (highest field 
pH) to extrapolate acidity. 
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Other fits to try field pH 8.76 from WSEXO_8D
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https://ie.vwr.com/store/product/8950821/bomb-sampler-sub-sampler-pro#gallery-1
https://www.newegg.com/p/334-00KF-009J0
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I hypothesize treating the lake may not solve the problem. AMD from mine spoils 
directly southeast of the lake will eventually overwhelm the lake and turn the water 
acidic again. 

Filling the lake all the way with alkaline beneficial use ash may cause uncontrolled 
seeps in the mine spoil since water can no longer flow into the lake. 

Ideal solution may be partially filling in the lake and create a passive treatment 
system where water can still flow into and out of the lake. 
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